ILLUSTRATIONS
PLATE
VII. A sharecropper's family	«    facing     83
Hopelessness and poverty were typical of these underprivileged
folk. Courtesy of Press Association, Inc.
VIII. americans in flight	facing    114
An uprooted family from southern Texas on their way in
August, 1936, to the Arkansas Delta to work in the cotton fields.
They have no food and only three gallons of gas in the tank.
Photograph hy Dorothea Lange. Courtesy of Library of Congress.
DC "ARKIES" AT "HOME"	facing    115
An Arkansas family in February, 1936, after seven despairing
months in California. Photograph by Dorothea Lange. Courtesy of
Library of Congress.
X. transforming the tennessee valley    .     •     •    facing   210
 (a)	Fontana Dam rises 480 feet from its base in  the Little
Tennessee River in North  Carolina and  creates a^ reservoir con-
taining more than a million acre-feet of water with an installed
generating capacity of 135,000 kilowatts.
 (b)	These adjoining farms in Madison County, North Caro-
lina, comprise one (on the left) managed according to TVA prin-
ciples and another  (on the right)   neglected and eroded according
to native  custom.  Thousands  of  demonstration  farms  presently
showed the Valley folk the benefits of cover crops and phosphate
and lime in restoring and preserving soil  fertility.  Both pictures
by courtesy of Information Service, TVA, Knoxville, Tennessee.
XI. the harvard tercentenary	facing   211
America's oldest institution of higher learning celebrated its
three-hundredth anniversary on September 16-18, 1936. President
James Bryant Conant in his address observed, *'Harvard was
founded by dissenters* Before two generations had passed there was
a general dissent from the first dissent. . . . We are proud of the
freedom which has made this possible. . . ." Pointing to the
miasma of intolerance arising in the world, he called for a reas-
sertion of ancient principles: "The origin of the Constitution, for
example, the functioning of the three branches of the Federal Gov-
ernment, the forces of modern capitalism, must be dissected as
fearlessly as the geologist examines the origin of rocks. On this
point there can be no compromise ....** Anon., Notes on the
Harvard Tercentenary (Cambridge, 1936), 68-69. For a view of
Harvard in 1767, see E. B. Greene, The Revolutionary Generation
(A History of American Life, IV), opp. 124. The present picture
is reproduced by permission of the Harvard University News Office.
xn. social panaceas	facing   241
(a) "The Will o* the Wisp" is reproduced from a collection in
the Huntingdon Library.

